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We prove the optimal partial regularity of energy-minimizing maps into polyhedral and certain other approximately polyhedral manifolds. We also estimate the size of preimages of points in the (k -2) skeleton of a polyhedral manifold.
Introduction.
For a bounded smooth Q, C R m and a closed X C R K , we define ff^X) = {u E ff^i^Kz) e X for a.e. x G 0} of maps u : Q, -> X with energy E(u) = J n \Du\ 2 dx < oo. A map u G JH'
(Q,X) is energy minimizing if (1.1) E(u) < E(v),
for every v G iJ 1 (Jl, X) , with t;|^n -Mdn i n the sense of trace. Whenever a
given Dirichlet boundary data g : 30 -> X admits an extension in iJ 1 (0, X), there exists an energy minimizing extension. It is a very interesting question to ask whether such a minimizing map is regular or at least regular off a small closed set. When X is a smooth compact Riemannian manifold without boundary, the problem has been well studied by many people. It was first proven by Schoen-Uhlenbeck ([SU] , [SU1] ) (see also GiaquintaGiusti [GG] ) that minimizing maps are smooth in ft except a closed subset whose Hausdorff codimension is at least 3. Later, their results were generalized to p-energy minimizing maps by Hardt-Lin [HL] , Puchs [Fm] , and Luckhaus [Ls] for 1 < p < oo. When X is an Alexander space, which has nonpositive curvature, it was first proven by Gromov-Schoen [GS] and then by Korevaar-Schoen [KS] , [KS1] , Jost [Jl] , [J2] , and Serbinowski [Stl] that any minimizing map is Lipschitz continuous in O and continuous up to the boundary dQ if the boundary data are Lipschitz continuous. In the thesis [St2] , Serbinowski also showed a small energy regularity theorem in case 657 that X has curvature bounded above. Our main theorem, stated below, allows the possibility of X having infinite curvature. When X is a round cone in R K , it has been treated by [Lf] , [HL1] . As a matter of fact, the theory developed by Jost [Jl] also allows the domain to be certain singular spaces (cf. also [C] , [Lfl] for related results).
In this note, we will consider a special class of Lipschitz submanifolds X C R K ) which is called piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifolds which include both C 1 and polyhedral submanifolds (but not varieties with cusps) and which will be defined below. Our main result is the following:
Theorem I. Let X C R K be a compact k-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold and u G i? 1 (fi,X) be an energy minimizing map with ix|^ = g^Q where g : Q, -¥ X is a given Lipschitz continuous map. Then
11.
There exists a closed subset E C £1, with dim# S < m -3 ; such that u € C a (fj \ S,iV) for some 0 < a < 1. Here dim^ denotes the Hausdorff dimension of a set in R™, and £1 = O U 90. For m = 3 ; S is discrete.
If, in addition, X C R^1 is a k-dimensional polyhedron. Then for any p E Xk-2, either u = p on O or &YniH{u'~1(p)) < m -1. Here u-1 (p) = EU(u\ n^) -l (p).
Remark II. In fact, it follows from the proof of 12 (see §4 below) that if p G X/ c _2 has the property that there is no minimizing geodesies in X passing through _p, then either u = p or diniff (u~^(p)) <m -2. In particular, if X C i? 3 is a 2-dimensional convex polyhedron such that X has infinite positive curvature at each a G XQ (i.e., the enclosed angle of X at a is less than 27r), then we actually obtain that either u = a or dimjy r (n"" 1 (a)) < m -2. Now we define a piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold. We will denote the cone over a Y C S K~l by C(y) = {Ax|A>0,xGy}.
The tangent cone of a subset X C i?^ at a point a is T a X = C ( n e> oClos < p-^7 : 0 < \x -a\ < e,x G X Ij .
A fc-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold X C R is roughly a C 1 triangulated, uniformly asymptotically conical, Lipschitz submanifold. For k = 1, X is a piecewise C 1 Jordan curve. For k > 2, X being a fc-dimensional Lipschitz submanifold of R K means that X is a closed set which is locally the graph of a R K~k valued Lipschitz function defined on a domain in R k . Second the triangulation of X is assumed to be a bilipschitz map from X to the support of a simplicial complex so that, for the induced skeleta, 0 = X_i 
Moreover, for each a G X, there exist neighbourhoods /7 a (c X) of a, V^ (C i? x ) of 0, and a Lipschitz map * a : T a X nV a ^ X nU a such that $ o (0) = a and for some ^a G (0,1),
^0 6G J B(a,r)n(X i \X i _i)
for alH G {0, • • • , fc}, where r^a = ^a niin{r, dist(6, X^-i)}. Finally, if {b n } C X converges to a G X, then there exists a Z-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz submanifold Z a of 5 jFC~1 with -1 < I < k -1, which may also depend on {b n }, and bilipschitz maps T^^ : T^X -> R k~l~1 x C{Z a ) such that T5 n)a (0) = 0 and (1.4) lim maxil + ||r 6n:a -7d||,Lip(r 6n , a ),Lip(T 6 ;; a )} = 1.
Here ||r 6n , a -Id\\ = snp 0^eTbnX ^ff'" 1 ■ It is easy to verify that any C 1 manifold M C i?^ is a piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold. An example of a fc-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold with singularity is a fc-dimensional polyhedron P = dU C i? /c+1 , here U C i?^1 is a simply connected bounded polyhedral domain.
Notice that in the terminology of [GS] , a fc-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold X may have infinite curvature at p G Xfc_2. Hence it doesn't seem possible to apply the analytic method developed by [GS] directly. In fact, an energy minimizing map here may have discontinuity. Moreover, since X has singularity in general, it seems impossible to have the usual Euler-Lagrange equations for minimizing maps. Our idea is follows. First we prove the Holder continuity for energy minimizing maps into any tangent cone of a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold. Then we combine the usual blowup arguments of the domain and target and the extension Lemma due to Luckhaus [Ls] (a generalization of that of [SU] ) to prove that, at zero energy density points, suitable rescalings of an energy minimizing map into a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold X converge strongly in H l to an energy minimizing map from the unit ball B C R m into a tangent cone of X. Both steps involve an induction on k (the dimension of X), the structures of tangent cones (cf.(1.2)), and local approximation property to a piecewise uniformly regular manifold by its tangent cones (cf. (1.3)-(1.4) ). In the process of proving the boundary regularity, we give a simple proof of the boundary monotonicity inequality (cf. [SU] , [HL] , [Fm] for smooth X), which covers the case that X C R K is any closed subset. To prove 12 of Theorem I, we generalize the dimension reduction argument by [Lf] and [GS] .
The paper is written as follows. In Section 2, we prove the continuity for minimizing maps into tangent cones of a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold and the interior partial regularity for minimizing maps into a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold. In Section 3, we prove the boundary monotonicity inequality and boundary regularity. In Section 4, we prove the Hausdorff dimension estimation for preimages.
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Interior Partial Regularity.
In this section, we first prove Holder continuity for minimizing maps into tangent cones of a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold and then show the small energy regularity for minimizing maps into a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold.
Let us first recall both the energy monotonicity inequality and monotonicity of order functions for minimizing maps into cones. Proof. Since the interior monotonicity equality for minimizing maps can be proven by only using the variations of domain, (1) follows exactly from that of [HL] (cf. also [GS] ). Let <f) G C^ft^R) be given. Since X is a cone, 
Combining (2.3) with (2.4), we have
Observe that, by the Cauchy inequality, (2. 
Proof. First we notice that (2.3) and (2.4) imply
Integrating (2.6) from r to 5, we get
This, combined with (2.1), clearly implies (2.5). □ Now we are ready to prove the interior partial regularity for energy minimizing maps into a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold. It is well known that iterations of the following energy improvement Lemma and the Morrey's decay Lemma (cf. [Mc] ) yield the interior partial regularity (cf. [SU] , [HL] ).
1 (ri,X) is energy minimizing and
Proof. First notice that if we define u Xir (y) = u(x + ry) : Bi -> X then Uxp G i? 1 (Si,X) is also energy minimizing. Hence we may assume that x = 0, r = 1. Suppose that the Lemma were false. Then, for any 9 G (0, |), there exist minimizing maps {u n } C F^B^X) such that /^ \Du n \ 2 = e^ I
JBe
Let a n = rg-r $ B u n . Then the Poincare inequality implies that
JB! JB!
Hence there exist {& n } C X, with (2.10) \an-b n \ < Ce n .
Passing to subsequences, we may assume that there exists a G X such that b n -> a. Denote R n = |6 n -a|. Then we proceed as follows. Case 2. R -oo: we divide it into two cases.
Case 2(a).
a G X; 0 \ Xi Q -i: it then follows from the definition of X that there exists a /-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz submanifold Z a C 5 jK '" 1 , with -1 < I < k -1, and bilipschitz maps 
Since 5 is arbitrary, we conclude that v maps Bi to i^-'
-1 x C{Z a ). Moreover, we see that
We may assume that there exist {6 n } C ^0_i such that \b n -b n \ = dist(6 n ,Xi 0 _i T a X( or i^-'-1 x C(Z a ), or i^"^1 x C(W 0 )) is energy minimizing. In order to do this, we need to use (1.2)-(1.4) and the extension Lemma due to Luckhaus [Ls] (cf. also [SU] ). Choose R n -> oo such that e n R n -> 0. Define
Lemma 2.4. For a given closed subset X
Here ^ is given by (1.3) in the definition of X so that (2.18) Km Lip(* a | TaXnB( o^n en )) = 1.
for some Z-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz Z a C S K~l , with -1 < I < k -1. Here we consider the case 2(a) above only, since the other cases in case 2 can be handled in the same way. Taking any comparision map v G H l (Bi,R k~l~l x C{Z a )) coinciding with v in Bi\ Bi-\ Q) where 0 < AQ < 1 is sufficiently small. Hence, by the Fatou's Lemma and the Fubini's theorem, (2.16) holds too. From (2.14), we can choose R n -> oo such that e n R n -> 0 and R n < 9a ^ l~ , where 6 a G (0,1) is given by the definition of X. Define (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) g " = sJ^T isiV ^n = tf6 n (e n T a , 6n (t5")). max(it n , \v\)
Here ^h n and T a^n : R^1' 1 x C(Z a ) -> T bn X is given by the definition of X. Therefore, (1.3) and (1.4) imply that Applying Lemma 2.4 to u n and u n , there exists a map A n -> 0, and dist('U n ,X) -> 0 uniformly in Bp Q \ i?p 0 (i_A n )-Notice that u n has its image out of X only in Bp Q \ B po^i _x n ) but with uniformly small distance to X. On the other hand, since X is a compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold, there exist a 770 > 0 and a Lipschitz retraction map F^ : X^ -> X (i.e. F(y) = y for y G X) such that Lip(F r?0 ) < Co, here X m = {x G i? jft: |dist(a;, X) < 770}. Therefore if we define w n : Proof. It is done by an induction on k.
( (2) k > 2: Suppose that the Lemma is true for any Z-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold for all 1 < I < k -1. We need to show that the Lemma remains to be true for a fc-dimensional piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold X. To do it, we proceed as follows. For
is a vector valued harmonic function so that (2.24) holds trivially. For a G X/\X/_i for some 0 < I < fc-1, we know that for any x G Bra(aJo) an d 0 < r < ^. Therefore, Morrey's decay Lemma (cf. [Mc] ) implies that u G C ao (BrQ_(xo) ).
4
One can follow the dimension reduction argument of [SU] to show that S has Hausdorff dimension at most m -3. The key is to show that the set of minimizing maps into X is compact. Applying Lemma 2.4 to u n and w, we have that there exists
Then w n is a comparision map to u n , we have
This clearly implies both the minimality of u and the strong convergence of u n to u. □
Boundary Regularity.
In this section, we prove that any minimizing map from fi into a kdimensional compact piecewise uniformly regular Lipschitz manifold X is Holder continuous near 50, provided that g : dVt -> X is Lipschitz continuous. The argument is a generalization of [SU1] , [HL] , Three key points are: small energy boundary regularity, boundary monotonicity inequality, and nonexistence of boundary minimizing tangent maps.
Here we only sketch the proof for O = B^ = {x -(xi,x m ) G Bi : %m > 0}. One can refer to [HL] for the modification to a general O. Denote T+ = {x = (xi.Xm) G B r : Xm > 0} for 0 < r < 1. We first give a new proof of boundary monotonicity inequality (cf. [SU1] , [HL] for smooth X) ) which doesn't rely on the nearest point projection from neighbourhoods of XtoX. Proof. We shall consider the energy of a comparision map on B+ obtained by homogeneous extension from (0,..., 0, p 2 ). We use the polar coordinates (r, 0, CJ), center at (0,..., 0, p 2 ), and denote the polar angle functions center at 0 as (0, u)
Then it follows from [HL] p. 578 that Assume that p n (0) ->» a G X. For simplicity, we assume that
= ^ + sm~1(psm9).
Now we define
v(r,6,u) = u(p,(j),u):0<8< G(p) = g(p 2 tzm(7r -0),(j) : @(p) <6<ir.v bn(0)-a| hm -- 1 - i ! -< oo.
n->oo
One can refer to the discussion of section 2 above for all other cases. Hence there exists a q G TaX such that gn{ f~a -> g. Define *; n = :!^ : B+ -> X.
Then we know that J 5 + |-D^n| 2 = 1, and by the Poincare inequality, / + Kl 2 < Ce-2 lf + K -g n \ 2 + Up 2 (g n ) + \g n (0) -a\ 2 ) < C.
Hence we may assume that v n -> v weakly in H l (B^R K ). Since Vnl^iz) -gn{x)-a _^ y uniformly (by (3.4)), we know that ^1^ = q-Next we show that (3.6) v : B^ -> T a X, and is energy minimizing from Bf into T a X,
The proof of the first part of (3.6) is as same as that of Lemma 2.3. To prove the minimality of v and the strong convergence of v n tov^ we apply Lemma 2.4 in the following way. 
: ^m > PoK}(C B+). Notice that dQ n = A^U Al, where A^ = {x = (xi,x m ) E dQ n : a; m > poAn} and' A^ = {x = (#i,£ m ) G 5fi n : rCyTt = po^n}-Then it is easy to see that there exists a bilipschitz map (3.9) lim Lip(F n ) = 1. n->oo Define u n : ft n -> X by ti n (a?) = ^a^n^n^n^))).
Here \I/ a is given by the definition of X. One can see from (3.8) that 
The rest of the proof can be carried by the same way as Lemma 2.5 and is omitted here. □
To obtain the full boundary regularity, we also need Proof. First we notice that iterations of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 2.3 imply that there exist £o = ^(^ <?> X) G (0,1) and ao G (0,1) and a closed subset S C Ti with J H rm -2 (S) = 0 such that u G C ao (B+_ SQ n{x = (x u x m ) : x m < 5o}\S, X) (cf. also [SU1] , [HL] ). Now we need to show that S = 0. Suppose S 7^ 0, then, for any XQ G S and n I 0, u(xo + n-) : Bf -> X converges strongly in H l {B^X) to a nonconstant map v : B^ -> X, which is an energy minimizing map such that vfa = constant and v(x) = ^(ifr), which is impossible by Lemma 3.4. Here we have used (3.1) and a compactness result similar to Lemma 2.7. □
Hausdorff Dimension Estimation for Preimages.
In this section, we prove 12 of Theorem I. So we now assume X C R k+1 is a fc-dimensional polyhedron and u G fl' 1 (n,X) is energy minimizing. For p G Xfc_2, denote S p = {x G ft \ ?}\u(x) = p}. When X is a round cone in R 4 and p is its vertex, Lin [Lf] proved that S p has Hausdorff dimension at most m -1, provided that u ^ p. Here we generalize his argument, which is based on Federer dimension reduction principle [Fh] . Observe that it suffices to show that dim#5p } $ < m -1 for any small S > 0. Here Sp,6 = {x € S p : dist(x, dQ, U E) > 25}. The key is the following Lemma. Proof. We may assume that p is the origin of R K . Since u is continuous near Sp, there exists 5Q > 0 such that u(Sp } s 0 ) C 1^,, where Vp is a neighbourhood of X at p such that XVp C X ioi 0 < X < 2. Hence, we can apply Lemma have N(xo,2r n ) < 2N (xo,0) . Notice that v n is a sequence of minimizing maps into A" 1^ c T P X and satisfies (4.1) / |^| 2 = 1, / \Dv n \ 2 < 2N(x, 0), Vn » 1.
JdB2 JB2
Hence {vn} C H 1 {B2^TpX) is bounded. Applying Lemma 2.6 and 2.8, we can assume that v n -> (j) in ijr 1 nC 0 (i?2, TpX) locally so that 0 : B2 -> TpX is energy minimizing, and 0(0) = </>(yo) -0 f or some yo ^ 3JBI(0). Moreover, 0^0 and rf" |D0| 2 (4.2) r UI2 =^0*0,0), V0<r<2.
To see these, we may assume that f dB [unl 2 Following [Lf] or [GS] , we can show that if dimffSpj > m-1 then there exists a nontrival minimizing geodesic ip : R 1 -t TpX such that ^(O) = ^(1) ^ 0, which is clearly impossible. □ References.
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